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Belmont Commodity Trend Fund

A Managed Futures Investment Opportunity



Important Disclosure

For Qualified Investors and Investment Professional Use Only.

Hedge funds, commodity pools and other alternative investments involve a high degree of risk and 

can be illiquid due to restrictions on transfer and lack of a secondary trading market. They can be 

highly leveraged, speculative and volatile, and an investor could lose all or a substantial amount of an 

investment. Alternative investments may lack transparency as to share price, valuation and portfolio 

holdings. Complex tax structures often result in delayed tax reporting. Compared to mutual funds, 

hedge funds and commodity pools are subject to less regulation and often charge higher fees. 

Alternative investment managers typically exercise broad investment discretion and may apply 

similar strategies across multiple investment vehicles, resulting in less diversification. 

THIS FUND HAS SHOWN A HIGH LEVEL OF VOLATILITY IN THE PAST. 

PAST RESULTS ARE NOT NECESSARILY INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS.

There is no guarantee that any investment product will achieve its objectives, generate profits or avoid losses. 

Past results are not necessarily indicative of future results. 
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Belmont Fund Family

There is no guarantee that any investment product will achieve its objectives, generate profits or avoid losses. 

Past results are not necessarily indicative of future results. 
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Belmont Global Opportunity Winton Capital Management Low Quantitative
Multi-Strategy

Fund Manager Volatility Strategy
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Fund Manager Volatility StrategyBelmont Multi-Strategy Multiple Low Multi-Strategy

Fund Manager Volatility StrategyBelmont Long Short Alpha Point 72 Asset Management Moderate Equity Long/Short

Fund Manager Volatility StrategyBelmont Global Equity GMT Capital Aggressive Equity Long/Short

Fund Manager Volatility StrategyBelmont Quantitative Strategies Multiple Low Multi-Strategy

Belmont Commodity Trend Quantica Capital AG Aggressive Managed Futures

Belmont Global Trend Eckhardt Trading Company Moderate Managed Futures



Overview

There is no guarantee that any investment product will achieve its objectives, generate profits or avoid losses. 

Past results are not necessarily indicative of future results. 

Trend Following
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Underlying Manager: Quantica Capital AG

There is no guarantee that any investment product will achieve its objectives, generate profits or avoid losses. 

Past results are not necessarily indicative of future results. 
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Founded in 2003 by 
Dr. Bruno Gmür

13 employees with 
offices in 
Schaffhausen and 
Zurich, Switzerland

$652 Million AUM as 
of December 2023

Launched Quantica 
Managed Futures 
Program in 2005 

102 global futures 
markets traded

05



Investment Strategy

There is no guarantee that any investment product will achieve its objectives, generate profits or avoid losses. 

Past results are not necessarily indicative of future results. 
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RETURN FORECAST RISK MANAGEMENT

Trade List

New Portfolio

Volatility Control

VaR Limits

Signal Strength

Target Volatility

PORTFOLIO CONSTRUCTION



Investment Universe

There is no guarantee that any investment product will achieve its objectives, generate profits or avoid losses. 

Past results are not necessarily indicative of future results. 
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AEX (Netherlands)
CAC 40
DAX
Dow Jones
Euro Stoxx 50
FTSE 100 (UK)
FTSE A50 (China) SGX
FTSE MIB (Italy)
FTSE/JSE Top 40 (South Africa)
Hang Seng
HSCEI (China) HKEX
MSCI EAFE ICE
MSCI EM ICE
MSCI Singapore SGX MSCI 
Taiwan SGX
Nasdaq
Nifty 50 (India) SGX
Nikkei 225 CME
Nikkei 225 OSE
OMXS30 (Sweden)
Russel 2000 (Mini)
S&P 500
S&P MidCap 400
S&P/TSX 60 (Canada)
SMI (Switzerland)
SPI (Australia)
Торіх
VIX*

AUD Treasury 10yr
AUD Treasury 3yr
CAD Treasury 10yr
EUR Bobl Syr
EUR BTP Italy 10yr
EUR BTP Italy 3yr
EUR Bund 10yr
EUR Buxl 30yr
EUR OAT France 10yr
EUR Schatz 2yr
GBP Gilt 10yr
JPY Bond 10yr
USD Long 20yr
USD Note 2yr
USD Note Syr
USD Treasury 10yr
USD Treasury Ultra 10yr
USD Ultra 30yr

IR GBP 3m
IR EUR 3m
IR AUD 3m
IR CAD 3m
IR USD 3m

Aluminium LME
Brent Crude
Canola (Canada)
CO, Emissions (EU)
Cocoa
Coffee Arabica ICE US
Coffee Robusta ICE EU
Copper CME
Corn
Cotton
Crude Palm Oil (Malaysia)
Feeder Cattle
Gasoil Low Sulfur
Gasoline
German Power Q
Gold
Heating Oil
Iron Ore SGX
Lead LME
Lean Hogs
Live Cattle
Natural Gas (Dutch TTF)
Natural Gas (Henry Hub)
Nickel LME
Palladium
Platinum
Rapeseed (Euronext)

%

%

Silver
Soybean Meal
Soybean Oil 
Soybeans:
Sugar
Wheat (Chicago)
Wheat (Euronext)
Wheat (Kansas)
Wheat (Minneapolis)
WTI Crude ICE EU 
WTI Crude NYM
Zine LME

Australian Dollar
Brazilian Real
Canadian Dollar
Swiss Franc 
Euro
British Pound Sterling
Japanese Yen
Mexican Peso 
Norwegian Krone
New Zealand Dollar
Swedish Krone
South African Rand



Terms & Conditions

There is no guarantee that any investment product will achieve its objectives, generate profits or avoid losses. 

Past results are not necessarily indicative of future results. 
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Investment Summary

Underlying Manager Quantica Capital AG

Strategy Managed Futures

Underlying Manager AUM Approximately $652 Million as of December 2023

Minimum Investment Class A: $10,000 | Class B: $1,000,000

Liquidity/Notice Period Monthly (20 Days Notice)

Lockup None

Redemption Penalty None

ISIN Class A: KYG 1154 G1091 | Class B: KYG 1154 G1174

Bloomberg Class A: BELCTFA KY| Class B: BELCTFB KY

CUSIP Class A: G1154G 109 | Class B: G1154G 117

Auditor KPMG

Custodian Northern Trust

Administrator Bolder Fund Services (Cayman) Limited

Regulation

Belmont Capital:

Registered with the CFTC and the NFA as a Commodity Trading Advisor (CTA) and Commodity Pool Operator (CPO).

Registered with FINRA and the Securities Exchange Commission (SEC) as a Broker Dealer.



Disclosures

There is no guarantee that any investment product will achieve its objectives, generate profits or avoid losses. 

Past results are not necessarily indicative of future results. 
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This brief description cannot adequately describe all of the risks associated with an investment in the Belmont Commodity Trend Fund Limited (the Fund), or 
any funds in which it invests substantially all of its assets. Before deciding to invest, you should carefully read the entire offering memorandum and consult 
with your own advisers.

General Risks. There are substantial risks and conflicts of shares associated with the Fund and you should only invest risk capital. The success of the Fund is 
dependent upon the trading advisor’s ability to identify profitable investment opportunities. The identification of attractive investment opportunities is 
difficult, requires skill, and involves a significant degree of uncertainty. Typically, the advisor’s wide latitude to invest or trade the Fund’s assets, to pursue any 
particular strategy or tactic or to change the Fund’s emphasis, objectives, policies and/or strategy, all without obtaining the approval of the investors. Returns 
generated from the Fund’s operations, if any, may not adequately compensate you for the business and financial risks you assume. You can lose all or a 
substantial amount of your investment in to the Fund. Past results are not necessarily indicative of future results. Investment return and principal value of an 
investment will fluctuate, therefore, you may have a gain or loss when you liquidate the investment. With respect to single manager products, the manager 
has total trading authority. The use of a single manager could mean a lack of diversification and higher risk.

Speculative Investments and Risk of Loss. An investment in the Fund is speculative. While the Fund invests primarily in financial and commodity futures 
contracts, the Fund may trade options on futures, forward contracts on commodities and currencies, cash currencies, and may engage in transactions in 
physical commodities, including EFPs (in addition to EFPs in currencies). These instruments have specific associated risks. Please see the Fund's offering 
memorandum for details of the investment strategy and it's risks. Futures trading can be extremely volatile, and contracts can fluctuate widely in price due to 
a diverse set of factors, including but not limited to domestic and international economic and political events, fluctuations in domestic and international 
interest rates, changing supply and demand issues, natural catastrophes, fiscal and monetary controls, and unpredictable changes in investor sentiment.

Leverage and Volatility. The Fund’s investments are speculative and employ leverage. In general, futures and options trading is highly leveraged. Because the 
margin deposits required for futures trading are normally low, a small price movement in a futures contract may result in immediate and substantial loss to the 
investor. Leverage increases both the Fund’s upside and downside potential, and as a result its returns may be volatile. Additionally, if the Fund’s equity 
position in futures is not in excess of the minimum margin amount required by the clearing broker to maintain the position, the Fund will be required to 
deposit additional margin money. If the Fund fails or is unable to do so, the clearing broker has the right to close the Fund’s position and the Fund may realize 
losses.

Fees and Expenses. The Fund charges substantial fees and expenses, including management and incentive or performance based fees as fully described in the 
Fund’s offering memorandum. The performance-based incentive allocation may create an incentive for the Fund’s advisor to cause the Fund to engage in 
investments that are riskier than they might be if no such arrangement was in place. Other expenses include brokerage commissions and organization and 
operating expenses. Additionally, you should be aware that fees and expenses are charged at the Fund level. These and other fees will reduce the Fund’s 
profits.



Disclosures

There is no guarantee that any investment product will achieve its objectives, generate profits or avoid losses. 

Past results are not necessarily indicative of future results. 
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Limited Liquidity. The Fund offers limited liquidity. There is no secondary market for Fund shares. While the shares have redemption rights, you are subject to 
redemption and notice policies. Redemptions may also be subject to reserves for contingent liabilities and limited for other reasons in the discretion of the 
Fund’s investment manager as set out in the Fund’s organizational documents. Based on these factors, you will not receive all of your redemption proceeds 
immediately. The organizational documents may also permit restrictions on redemptions based on the liquidity of the Fund’s investments. Transfers of shares 
also are subject to limitations and approval. The Fund's investment manager may deny a request to transfer if it determines that the transfer may result in 
adverse consequences for the fund.

Lack of Transparency. You will not have access to the specific transactions placed by the Fund. Therefore, because of this lack of transparency, there is no way 
for you to know whether they are consistent with the Fund’s historic investment philosophy or risk levels.

Pricing and Absence of Regulation. Shares in the Fund are not registered with the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC. Similarly, certain complex 
financial transactions that may be entered into by the Fund may not be subject to the oversight of any regulatory authority. As a result, many of the normal 
investor protections that are common to most traditional registered investments, including mutual funds, are missing. Trading may take place on foreign 
exchanges that may not offer the same regulatory protection as US exchanges. Such trading may also entail exchange rate risk.

Delays in Reporting. The Fund’s operations are complex. There may be delays in receiving reporting by the Fund. Investors should consult their own tax 
adviser regarding the specific tax consequences of an investment in the Fund.

Conflicts of Interest. You should be aware that Class B shares offer a lower fee structure if you are able to invest the $1,000,000 minimum required for 
investment. Principals, affiliates and employees of the Fund’s advisor trade or manage their own accounts or the accounts of others, including other funds, 
either directly or indirectly through a broker, and in doing so may take positions opposite to, or ahead of, those held by the Fund or may be competing with 
the Fund for positions in the marketplace. Such activities may create conflicts of interest on behalf of one or more such persons in respect of their obligations 
to the Fund. The records of these accounts and clients may not be made available to investors in the Partnership, and the obligations of providing these 
services to other accounts may conflict with the management of the Fund.



Disclosures

There is no guarantee that any investment product will achieve its objectives, generate profits or avoid losses. 

Past results are not necessarily indicative of future results. 
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There are substantial risks and conflicts of interests associated with managed futures and commodities accounts, and you should only invest risk capital. The 
success of an investment is dependent upon the ability of a commodity trading advisor (CTA) to identify profitable investment opportunities and successfully 
trade. The identification of attractive trading opportunities is difficult, requires skill, and involves a significant degree of uncertainty. CTAs have total trading 
authority, and the use of a single CTA could mean a lack of diversification and higher risk. The high degree of leverage often obtainable in commodity trading 
can work against you as well as for you, and can lead to large losses as well as gains. Returns generated from a CTA’s trading, if any, may not adequately 
compensate you for the business and financial risks you assume. CTAs may trade highly illiquid markets, or on foreign markets, and may not be able to close or 
offset positions immediately upon request. You may have market exposure even after the CTA has a request for closure or liquidation. You can lose all or a 
substantial amount of your investment. Managed futures and commodities accounts may be subject to substantial charges for management and advisory fees. 
It may be necessary for accounts that are subject to these charges to make substantial trading profits in order to avoid depletion or exhaustion of their assets. 
The disclosure document contains a complete description of each fee to be charged to your account by a CTA. If you use notional funding, you may lose more 
than your initial cash investment. If you purchase a commodity option you may sustain a total loss of the premium and of all transaction costs. If you purchase 
or sell a commodity future or sell a commodity option you may sustain a total loss of the initial margin funds and any additional funds that you deposit with 
your broker to establish or maintain your position. If the market moves against your position, you may be called upon by your broker to deposit a substantial 
amount of additional margin funds, on short notice, in order to maintain your position. If you do not provide the requested funds within the prescribed time, 
your position may be liquidated at a loss, and you will be liable for any resulting deficit in your account. This brief statement cannot disclose all the risks and 
other significant aspects of the commodity markets, and you should carefully study the disclosure document before you trade, including the description of the 
principal risk factors of an investment. PAST RESULTS ARE NOT NECESSARILY INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS.

Provided by Belmont Investments. Belmont CAC Limited, trading as Belmont Investments, is a Republic of Ireland corporation registered with the Companies 
Office under company registration number 478252. Cillian Holdings LLC, trading as Belmont Capital, is a New York registered limited liability corporation and is 
an affiliate of Belmont Investments. Belmont Investments is regulated by the Financial Regulator in Ireland as a Multi-Agency Intermediary. Belmont Capital is 
registered as a Commodity Pool Operator and Commodity Trading Advisor with the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) and the National Futures 
Association (NFA) in the US, NFA ID # 0423170. Belmont Capital is also a Broker-Dealer registered with the SEC and a member of FINRA.
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